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 SINCE 1991



ABOUT 
REGENT CARAVANS
Manufactured in Australia in the Northern Suburbs of Melbourne; Regent 
Caravan’s heritage has excelled with over 25 years of providing tough and 
elegant travelling accommodation to Australians.
 
Using the latest techniques and materials; Regent Caravans produce a reliable, 
high quality product that you can invest in with confidence. With countless 
Regent Caravans on the Australian roads today, your new caravan will stand 
the test of time whilst offering the style, elegance and comfort expected of a 
trusted brand such as Regent.
 
Whether you are travelling across the outback or winding through coastal 
roads, Regent has you covered.

INSULATED

TIMBER

FRAME

A FLOORPLAN 

TO SUIT YOUR

NEEDS

QUALITY

AUSTRAIL

CHASSIS

Regent Caravans use a CNC 
profile ‘finger joint’ moisture 
resistant timber frame that is 
fully insulated.

When it comes to the floorplan, 
you’re the boss! All Regent 
Caravans come with a range of 
floorplan options to suit your 
needs.

A robotically welded Austrail 
RV chassis is the important 
foundation that the caravan 
rides on with your choice of 
quality suspension.



Your choice of quality leaf spring suspension as standard or fully independent 

suspension as optional, very high standard of design, build quality and 

luxurious furnishings.

 
DISCOVERER
OUR LIGHTEST MODEL IN THE RANGE 
AND A FAVOURITE AMONGST BOTH 
FIRST TIME & EXPERIENCED 
CARAVAN USERS.

MEET THE
DISCOVERER

FEATURING

The Discoverer is the simple and easy 

model, perfect for those who are 

entering into their first time owning 

a Caravan. Including all the luxuries 

and necessities required for getting 

out and enjoying the experience of 

nature with ease.

Hand built to our industry renowned premium build procedures and using the finest materials, Regent style and quality 

has been the envy of others for over 25 years. A combination of on-going development in production techniques and 

research into materials means we are able to offer this exceptional van at affordable prices.

Strong, light and spacious the Regent Discoverer has been a product of 

evolution and has without doubt, earned its position in the Regent caravan 

stable.

INTERIOR
FEATURES

EXTERIOR
FEATURES

• Four burner cooktop (3 gas + 1 electric) 

with mini grill

• 12v Rangehood

• 184L Fridge

• Toilet with separate cassette

• Spacious fiberglass shower

• LED Lights throughout

• 1 X 22” LED TV with TV swing arm

• 240v hot water, gas with 12v ignition

• AM/FM/CD/DVD Stereo

• 2.5kg Top loader washing machine

• 23L Microwave

• Reverse cycle air conditioner with remote

• Queen bed 6’2 x 5’4’

• Post form rolled edge benchtop, laminated

• L shape or café seating option

• Roll out awning

• Bed side cubby holes

• USB Power points

• CNC Profile ‘finger joint’ water resistant 

plywood frame

• High profile white aluminium cladding + 

front, side and rear checker plate 

• Solar system 150w

• 2 x 9kg gas bottles

• 2 x 95L water tanks + 2 x lockable fillers

• 105amp AGM battery in checker plate box, 

mounted on chassis

• Battery & battery management system

• A-frame tray

• Tap on A-frame

• Spare wheel mounted on rear bumper

• Pull out step

• External TV point + 12v / 240v

• External Shower

• Large tunnel boot opening 

• Gas bayonet

• Metal draw runners

• 2 x external marine speakers

1 2



 
CRUISER
TRADITIONAL 
REGENT STYLE FOR 
THE EXPERIENCED 
CARAVAN OWNERS.

MEET THE
CRUISER

FEATURING

The Regent Cruiser model features 

the design of the more traditional 

Regent style that has become a 

favourite with experienced caravan 

owners. Enhanced with the latest 

modern comfort and conveniences, 

the Regent Cruiser has a very high 

standard of design, build quality and 

luxurious furnishings.

All of these features make the new Regent Cruiser a very well equipped caravan that is exceptional value for money 

and one which will allow you to cruise in style when and wherever the wander-lust takes you. Australian made for over 

25 years helps to give you peace of mind when travelling this great land of ours.

Your choice of quality leaf spring suspension as standard or fully independent 

suspension as optional, very high standard of design, build quality and 

luxurious furnishings.

Everything about the Cruiser has been developed for ease and functionality. 

The Regent Cruiser is a very well equipped caravan that is exceptional value 

for money.

INTERIOR
FEATURES

EXTERIOR
FEATURES

• LED downlights

• Full height laminate splashbacks

• Curved internal grab handle

• Above bench top vanity bowl

• XL moulded fibreglass shower

• Washing machine

• Stylish upholstery with choice of colours

• 1 + 3 cook top electric / gas

• Grill & oven combination

• 12v Rangehood

• Microwave

• Under bench strip lighting 

• Reverse cycle air conditioner with remote

• Digital TV antenna

• Choice of high-quality vinyl flooring

• Cassette toilet

• Water filter

• 1 x 22” LED TV with TV Swing Arm

• Touch screen double din bluetooth stereo

• Cubby hole each side of bed

• USB power points         

• Gas / electric hot water service

• Lockable tunnel boot & front boot for 

storage of large items

• Fold down picnic table

• LED external annexe lights

• 240v inlet & outlet

• 12v external socket & antenna outlet

• External LED grab handle

• 2 x external Marine quality speakers

• Euro-style double glazed windows with 

screens & block out blinds

• Four lock entry door

• Front window shield

• Lockable water filler

• Large and medium ventilation hatches with 

screens in roof

• Electronic pull out step

• External Hot & cold shower

• External entertainment hatch

• 105amp AGM battery in checker plate box, 

mounted on chassis

• Battery management system / drifter unit

• Rear vision camera

• 150w solar panel + regulator
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MONARCH
THE HIGHEST 
STANDARD OF 
DESIGN AND LUXURY 
APPOINTMENTS.

MEET THE
MONARCH

FEATURING

The Regent Monarch provides the 

highest standard of design and luxury 

appointments for the discerning 

caravanner. Regent has a long-

standing reputation in the industry 

as a premium manufacturer and the 

new Monarch range displays this 

attention to detail with thoughtful, 

clever design that is in keeping with 

this premium model’s heritage. 

The Regent Monarch’s quality is tangible from the moment you enter – it simply exudes class from front to rear. Your 

eyes immediately feast on its plush, tasteful upholstery, quality fittings and comprehensive, standard equipment. The 

overall feeling is light, spacious, and classy. High profile cladding on the sides, and gloss black lower panels add to the 

appeal and durability of this quality caravan. Checker plate front and rear protect from wayward stones. CNC profile 

finger jointed moisture resistant timber frames, allow controlled expansion 

and contraction in extreme climates, whilst adding extra strength and 

rigidity.

Modern interior, your choice of quality leaf spring suspension as standard or 

fully independent suspension as optional, very high standard of design, build 

quality and luxurious furnishings.

The Regent Monarch range is truly a first class act that’s exceptional value for 

money and will suit those who love a touch of class wherever they go.

INTERIOR
FEATURES

EXTERIOR
FEATURES

• High gloss decorative covered doors

• Quality bench tops

• Curved internal grab handle

• Large moulded fibreglass shower

• Large mirror in ensuite

• Washing machine

• Stylish upholstery with choice of colours

• 1 + 3 Cooker top / grill / oven

• 12v Rangehood

• Digital TV antenna

• 2 x 22” LED TV with TV Swing Arm      

• LED internal downlights

• Storage compartments under bed

• High-quality choice of vinyl floor

• Kickboard feature panels + LED strip 

lighting

• USB Power points

• Under bench strip lighting 

• 4 x internal speakers

• Double din touch screen bluetooth stereo

• Pull out waste bin in kitchen

• Lounge converts to a second bed

• Telescopic table leg

• Towel rail, toilet roll holder & face towel 

ring in ensuite

• Reverse cycle air conditioner with remote

• Acrylic fridge insert (colour match)

• Pillowtop innerspring queen mattress

• Bedside cut aways

• Flat floor

• Tandem axle suspension

• Gas / electric hot water service

• Lockable tunnel boot & front boot for 

storage

• Fold down picnic table

• LED external annexe lights

• 240v inlet & outlet

• 12v external socket & antenna outlet

• LED external Blue grab handle

• 2 x external Marine speakers

• Euro-style double glazed windows with 

screens & block out blinds

• Four lock entry door

• Front window shield

• Lockable water fillers

• Ventilation hatches with screens in roof

•   blinds + flyscreens

• Double electronic step

• 5 x annex LED lights

• 150w solar panel + regulator

• Rear vision camera + monitor

• 105amp AGM battery in checker plate box, 

mounted on chassis

• Entertainment hatch

• Gas bayonette 

• External hot & cold shower

• Battery management system / drifter unit

1 2

Two layouts available:

Current - Slide out side club lounge

New - Front club, east/west bed slide 



 
OBSERVER
TRADITIONAL 
REGENT STYLE FOR 
THE EXPERIENCED 
CARAVAN OWNERS.

MEET THE
OBSERVER

FEATURING

The Observer includes all the luxury 

of the Regent brand with single or 

tandem axles and a choice of quality 

suspensions that will help you tackle 

a range of terrains.

Hand Built to our industry renowned premium build procedures and using the finest materials, Regent style and 

quality has been the envy of others for over 27 years. A combination of on-going development in production 

techniques and research into materials means we are able offer this exceptional van at affordable prices.

The Regent Observer boasts a separate fully molded one piece shower, push 

flush swivel toilet, top load washing machine, mirrored vanity basin & storage 

throughout

The Observer really has all the bells and whistles without the mega price tag, 

created by the trusted Regent Brand. 

INTERIOR
FEATURES

• Queen island bed with innerspring 

mattress

• Dual hanging robes + Overhead cabinetry

• Plush rolled seating Generous kitchen 

bench space with thoughtful storage 

cupboards & draws

• Recessed 4 burner stove with grill

• Stainless steel kitchen sink with flick mixer 

tap

• Microwave

• Digital Range hood with multi-function fan

• Thetford 186l 3 way AES fridge/freezer

• Full ensuite 

• Stereo with internal speakers

• LED lighting throughout

• Double glazed heat repellent windows with 

fly screens + block outs

• Bel-Air reverse cycle roof mounted A/C

• 12-V pump

• Water tank level indication gauge

• Genius 30amp Battery management 

system

EXTERIOR
FEATURES

• CNC Profile ‘finger joint’ water resistant 

plywood frame

• High profile white aluminium cladding + 

front, side and rear checker plate  

• 2 x 9kg gas bottles

• 2 x 95L water tanks

• 105amp AGM battery 

• Tap on A-frame

• Spare wheel mounted on rear bumper

• Pull out step

• Ariel Plugs  + 12v / 240v

• External LED lighting

• Large tunnel boot opening 

• Gas bayonet

• Roll out awning

•            

1 2



INTERIOR
FEATURES

• Four burner cooktop (3 gas + 1 electric) 

with mini grill

• 12v Rangehood

• 185L Fridge

• Toilet with separate cassette

• Spacious fiberglass shower

• LED Lights throughout, strip bar at kitchen 

• 240v hot water, gas with 12v ignition

• AM/FM/CD/DVD Stereo

• 23L Microwave

• Pull out pantry 

• 1 x 22’ LED TV with TV swing arm

• Reverse cycle air conditioner with remote – 

Trauma Ducted A/C

• Queen bed 1180 X 1530 Pillow top 

innerspring mattress 

• Post form rolled edge benchtop, laminated

• L shape or café seating option

• Metal draw runners

EXTERIOR
FEATURES

• CNC Profile ‘finger joint’ water resistant 

plywood frame

• High profile white aluminium cladding + 

front, side and rear checker plate  

• Solar system 150w with regulator

• 2 x 9kg gas bottles

• 2 x 95L water tanks + 2 x lockable fillers

• 105amp AGM battery in checker plate box, 

mounted on chassis

• Battery & battery management system

• A-frame tray

• Tap on A-frame

• Spare wheel mounted on rear bumper

• Pull out step

• External TV point + 12v / 240v

• External Shower

• Large tunnel boot opening 

• Gas bayonet

• Roll out awning

• 2 external maine speakers

1 2 
PARK LANE
TRADITIONAL 
REGENT STYLE FOR 
THE EXPERIENCED 
CARAVAN OWNERS.

MEET THE
PARK LANE

FEATURING

The Park Lane includes all the luxury 

of the Regent brand with single or 

tandem axles and a choice of quality 

suspensions that will help you tackle 

a range of terrains.

Hand Built to our industry renowned premium build procedures and using the finest materials, Regent style and 

quality has been the envy of others for over 25 years. A combination of on-going development in production 

techniques and research into materials means we are able offer this exceptional van at affordable prices.

The Regent Park Lane features a very high standard of design, build quality 

and luxurious furnishings. 

The Park Lane  is inspired by a traditional pop-top camper. The pop-top roof 

ensures compact travelling with ample headroom when set up and all the 

luxuries to make your adventure comfortable and easy.



DISCLAIMER: Regent RV assumes no responsibility as to the compatibility of its recreational vehicle with any tow vehicle and/or towing components regardless of the suspension or tyre used in its products. Regent RV makes no representations
as to weights or ball weights of its caravans and/or the suitability or otherwise, as it may apply to any motor vehicles used for the purpose of towing such caravans. Regent RV recreational vehicles are not designed to travel over all terrain
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18’ Park Lane Pop Top
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S • “L” shape seating
• Cafe style seats
• Club style seats
• Reverse plan option
• Queen bed
• Single beds
• Cafe table bunk option
• Single axle
• Tandem axle
• Choice of quality suspension

 All Discoverer layouts
available as Cruiser Specs

All Cruiser layouts available as Discoverer Specs

DISCLAIMER: Regent RV assumes no responsibility as to the compatibility of its recreational vehicle with any tow vehicle and/or towing components regardless of the suspension or tyre used in its products. Regent RV makes no representations
as to weights or ball weights of its caravans and/or the suitability or otherwise, as it may apply to any motor vehicles used for the purpose of towing such caravans. Regent RV recreational vehicles are not designed to travel over all terrain
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DISCLAIMER: Regent RV assumes no responsibility as to the compatibility of its recreational vehicle with any tow vehicle and/or towing components regardless of the suspension or tyre used in its products. Regent RV makes no representations
as to weights or ball weights of its caravans and/or the suitability or otherwise, as it may apply to any motor vehicles used for the purpose of towing such caravans. Regent RV recreational vehicles are not designed to travel over all terrain
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DISCLAIMER: Regent RV assumes no responsibility as to the compatibility of its recreational vehicle with any tow vehicle and/or towing components regardless of the suspension or tyre used in its products. Regent RV makes no representations
as to weights or ball weights of its caravans and/or the suitability or otherwise, as it may apply to any motor vehicles used for the purpose of towing such caravans. Regent RV recreational vehicles are not designed to travel over all terrain
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DISCLAIMER: Regent RV assumes no responsibility as to the compatibility of its recreational vehicle with any tow vehicle and/or towing components regardless of the suspension or tyre used in its products. Regent RV makes no representations
as to weights or ball weights of its caravans and/or the suitability or otherwise, as it may apply to any motor vehicles used for the purpose of towing such caravans. Regent RV recreational vehicles are not designed to travel over all terrain
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DISCLAIMER: Regent RV assumes no responsibility as to the compatibility of its recreational vehicle with any tow vehicle and/or towing components regardless of the suspension or tyre used in its products. Regent RV makes no representations
as to weights or ball weights of its caravans and/or the suitability or otherwise, as it may apply to any motor vehicles used for the purpose of towing such caravans. Regent RV recreational vehicles are not designed to travel over all terrain
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DISCLAIMER: Regent RV assumes no responsibility as to the compatibility of its recreational vehicle with any tow vehicle and/or towing components regardless of the suspension or tyre used in its products. Regent RV makes no representations
as to weights or ball weights of its caravans and/or the suitability or otherwise, as it may apply to any motor vehicles used for the purpose of towing such caravans. Regent RV recreational vehicles are not designed to travel over all terrain
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All Discoverer layouts available as Cruiser Specs

DISCLAIMER: Regent RV assumes no responsibility as to the compatibility of its recreational vehicle with any tow vehicle and/or towing components regardless of the suspension or tyre used in its products. Regent RV makes no representations
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DISCLAIMER: Regent RV assumes no responsibility as to the compatibility of its recreational vehicle with any tow vehicle and/or towing components regardless of the suspension or tyre used in its products. Regent RV makes no representations
as to weights or ball weights of its caravans and/or the suitability or otherwise, as it may apply to any motor vehicles used for the purpose of towing such caravans. Regent RV recreational vehicles are not designed to travel over all terrain
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DISCLAIMER: Regent RV assumes no responsibility as to the compatibility of its recreational vehicle with any tow vehicle and/or towing components regardless of the suspension or tyre used in its products. Regent RV makes no representations
as to weights or ball weights of its caravans and/or the suitability or otherwise, as it may apply to any motor vehicles used for the purpose of towing such caravans. Regent RV recreational vehicles are not designed to travel over all terrain
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4 March 2016 DISCLAIMER: Regent RV assumes no responsibility as to the compatibility of its recreational vehicle with any tow vehicle and/or towing components regardless of the suspension or tyre used in its products. Regent RV makes no representations
as to weights or ball weights of its caravans and/or the suitability or otherwise, as it may apply to any motor vehicles used for the purpose of towing such caravans. Regent RV recreational vehicles are not designed to travel over all terrain
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DISCLAIMER: Regent RVs assumes no responsibility as to the compatibility of its products with any tow vehicle and/or towing aids of any description irrespective of type of suspension or tyre size. Regent RVs products are not designed to travel over "all terrain". Regent RVs makes
no representations as to weights in general, or ball weights in particular of its caravans and/or the suitability or otherwise, as it may apply to any motor vehicles used for the purpose of towing such caravans.
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no representations as to weights in general, or ball weights in particular of its caravans and/or the suitability or otherwise, as it may apply to any motor vehicles used for the purpose of towing such caravans.
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21’ Cruiser – C

21’ Cruiser – R

23’ Cruiser Club

22’6 Monarch Slide-Out

22’6 Cruiser – C

20’6 Cruiser MK2

22’6 Cruiser – R East / West Bed

23' Monarch Slide-Out RRV-

Layout

23’ Monarch Slide-Out East/West

FLOORPLAN OPTIONS
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17’ Discoverer

19’ 6 Discoverer

21’6 Discoverer Angled Kitchen 

21’ Discoverer Family

20’6 Discoverer Family

18’6 Discoverer

19’6 Discoverer

20’6 Discoverer Side Club Pantry

21’6 Discoverer Family



INTERIOR OPTIONS

CUPBOARDS

NX234

NX333

NX396

NX294

NX304

NX345

NX346

NX581

NX305

NX508

NX385

NX580

NX306

NX340

NX388

NX582

NX309

NX342

NX391

NX520

NX311

NX343

NX392

NX521

NX320

NX395

NX393

NX522

FLOORING

SWAN DARK GREY AKIRA WARM GREYRUSTIK OAK GREY MODERN CONCRETE
BROWN



INTERIOR OPTIONS

BENCHTOPS

Metal

Fremito

Pletra Blanca

Black Cranito

Ventian

Travetine

Lume

Calcutta

Rustico

Senza Fino

Baltic Brown

Arabescato

White Quartz

Cafone

Grey Lavato

Fantastia

Sabbia

Perlino

Imperial

Black Amore

White Galaxy

Crema Lavata

Cemento

Organic White

Nuvolato

Bronzetto

White Como

White Heaven



PATTERN:
CASABLANCA

PLAIN:
GLOBAL

PATTERN:
ECUADOR

PLAIN:
GLOBAL

PATTERN:
BARNEY

PLAIN:
GLOBAL

PATTERN:
BARBADOS

PLAIN:
GLOBAL

PATTERN:
OSCAR

PLAIN:
GLOBAL

PATTERN:
GEOMETRY

PLAIN:
GLOBAL

INTERIOR OPTIONS

UPHOLSTERY FABRIC

UPHOLSTERY LEATHERETTE / VINYL



SILVER XPS COMPOSITE PANELING

SILVER CHECKER PLATESILVER STUCCO

WHITE HIGH RIDGE CLADDING

WHITE XPS COMPOSITE PANELING

BLACK CHECKER PLATE

SILVER CLADDING

EXTERIOR OPTIONS

CLADDING

ALUMINIUM OR XPS COMPOSITE PANELING

STICKER COLOUR

CHARCOAL BLUE GREEN ORANGE RED
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• CRUISE-MASTER OFF-ROAD SUSPENSION
• DO35 HITCH & HANDBRAKE
• 3–ARM REAR BUMPER BAR
• SCRATCH RESISTANT CHECKER PLATE
• SCRUB BARS
• BLACK TOOL BOX WITH JERRY CAN
• EXTENTED A-FRAME
• STONE GUARD
• OFF ROAD TYRES AND RIMS

THE A/T PACK [ALL TERRAIN]
OPTIONAL:THE REGENT PROCESS

Purchasing a caravan is a significant cost and we 

understand that it is important to know that the 

manufacturer is ‘behind you all the way’ supporting your 

new acquisition.

You peace of mind is important to us, and we like to guide   

you through the entire process. This ensures that your 

new caravan  turns out exactly as you had in mind.

CHOOSE YOUR 
REGENT MODEL

FINALISE YOUR
CARAVAN SELECTION

DECIDE WHAT 
OPTIONS YOU WANT

TAKE DELIVERY
OF YOUR CARAVAN

After you have chosen the model that is best 

suited to you and your lifestyle you will be 

allocated your own personal scheduling and 

design specialist who will look after you from 

start to finish.

Once you have finalised the design of your 

Regent, your specialist will arrange with the 

manufacturer to have your personalised floor 

plans and specifications drawn up to ensure 

you are completely happy before construction 

starts.

Your design specialist will personally assist 

you with creating a customised colour scheme 

that you will love and will ensure that you have 

the perfect layout and inclusions in your new 

Regent Caravan.

You will be kept updated on the progress of 

your caravan and be booked in for delivery, 

ensuring that you can be off on your first 

adventure before you know it.



GREEN RV FOREST GLEN
LIC 4232979

6 OWEN CREEK RD, FOREST GLEN 
QLD 4556
PHONE: 07 5356 5000

GREEN RV MELBOURNE
LIC SHD15669

2-3 FILLO DRIVE
SOMERTON, VIC 3062
PHONE: 03 9303 6100

GREEN RV WINDSOR
LIC MD51488

38-40 MILEHAM STREET
WINDSOR, NSW 2756
PHONE: 02 4577 5577


